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Number 7

Centennial Committee Gives
Elliott Sweeping Platform

BALTIMORE SYMPHONY
Appearing Monday Night

BY STAN EAMES

The Centennial Committee of 100 Saturday submitted a sweeping platform of ideas to University President Lloyd H. Elliott so the University could "get its story across" and listened to Dean Winthrop C. Libby propose a six point program of educational changes. Libby. Dean of the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture, told the elite committee that the relationship between the University and
the state is "the hardheaded one of using the brainpower and facilities we have to do a job which
needs doing."

Trustee Cutler Scores
Single Board Proposal
The Chairman of the Board of
Trustees Monday scored a recent
proposal for one State Board of
Higher Education for all statesupported colleges. Dr. Lawrence
M. Cutler of Bangor said he is
"not sure this is the answer. I don't
think one board would work."
The suggestion sprang from a
weekend meeting of the University's
Centennial Committee of 100, when
one of eight panels suggested a State
Board of Education to set policy
and coordinate the activities and
financial needs of all state institutions, including teachers colleges
and vocational-technical institutes.
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CAMPUS
Women Hear
Of Rhino
In Rosebed
Activities in the third annua
Women's Week, sponsored by the
Associated Women Students, wil
open Tuesday afternoon. Highlight
ing the week will be a talk Thuts
day evening. "There's a Rhino in
the Rosebed. Mother," by safan
leader Betty Bruce.
The game rooms in the Memorial
Union will be set aside for women
only from 1 to 5 p.m. on Tuesday.
At 7:30 p.m. students who have
been abroad will present the pro-

This plan also would convert
single-purpose teachers colleges into
multi-purpose state colleges. The
committee was broken up into eight
panels to discuss the University's
academic, research and service facilities. U-14 personnel answered
questions from committeemen and
women about the State College's
aims.
He said a possible remedy is
area meetings, involving alumni,
students, faculty and administration.
Some of the Centennial Committee's suggestions were:
"There should be more research
on problems peculiar to Maine."
W. Jerome Strout, president of the
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad,
said.
"Business and industry are not as
well-oriented to educational (gift)
giving as in other parts of the country," said Halsey Smith, president,
Casco Bank and Trust Co., Portland.
Major disagreement of the day
came over the number of out-ofstate students the University should
admit. Proponents of the present
ratio (eight of every 10 students
are Mainers) said that most out-ofstaters are children of alumni, pay
double tuition and contribute outside views and experiences to the
University community.
Opponents said tax dollars paid
by Maine people ought to insure
preference for Maine students,
pointing out that 1.000 qualified instate students were turned away
this year.
Cutler agreed with State Sen.
Frederick Whittaker's suggestion
that "we should move in the direction of free education similar to
California." but Cutler feels the
best solution now lies in more
scholarship aid, private contributions and increased loan funds, because of limited State resources.
"There will be no decrease in
tuition," he declared categorically.
He does feel, however, that it would
be "entirely possible" to set up a
chain of commuter colleges across
the state, but not in the extremely
near future.

..
BETTY BRUCE
gram. "European Travel Night." in
the Little Theatre of Alumni Hall.
They will discuss how to get to
Europe and where to apply for
jobs, as well as a future Maine tour
similar to the one conducted by
Bates.
Wednesday afternoon woman students will be able to challenge their
favorite professors to games of
cards or chess. Card and chess
parties will be conducted in the
Lown Room of the Memorial Union
from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. Refreshments will be served.
"Where to Wear It." a fashion
show featuring proper dress for all
campus activities, will be given at
7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre on
Wednesday evening. Two models
from each dorm will be escorted by
campus men. Chip Cyr, Pete
Paiton and Paul Sullivan will narrate the show.
Thursday evening at 8 p.m. in the
Auditorium
AWS and
Hauck
MUAB are co-sponsoring the lecture by Mrs. Bruce. A native of
Baltimore. she lives in Kenya where
she conducts safaris operating out
of Nairobi. The former model and
teacher also has been entertained
by Emperor Haile Selassie in
Ethiopia, has been heard on NBC's
"Monitor" and has appeared on a
number of TV shows, such as
"What's My Line?" Mrs. Bruce has
written articles for McCall's, C,rmoped/Ian, and Harper's.

Libby Pushes Night
Commuter College Idea
Dean Libby pushed the concept
of an earn/learn commuter college
system, saying that a college education "need not be taken as a fouryear sentence, but instead may be
served up in smaller doses and over
a longer time."
He told the Centennial Committee that one encouraging innovation is the possibility of having
students start programs at summer
session, followed by evening courses
during the winter and then a second summer session.
He said colleges will be hardpressed to meet the need for accommodation of qualified students
within the next few years, terming
this need ample reason for a thorough analysis of the state's higher
educational system. Libby urged an
evaluation in order to "insure effective use of tax and tuition dollars."
Libby advocated a two-year technical training program to "raise the
earning potential of Maine youngsters by making them more useful
both to themselves and Maine industry."
"There is a sad lack in the state's
program at this general level for
effective use of our human resources. Maine needs ...competent.
knowledgeable employees at a level
beyond the vocational but below the
college degree level." Libby urged
that special attention be paid to
the already existing industrial complex and possible new industries and
services.
The Dean also urged that adult
Continuing Education centers be
established in seven cities throughout the state. He said an adult educational effort must be available
where the people can commute, adding. "It does not take too much
imagination to envision each of
these centers becoming a branch of
the University." He said logical
sites for these branches would be
Presque Isle, Orono/Bangor, Lewiston/Auburn. Portland, Augusta.
Biddeford and Rockland.
The sixth point of the Dean's program is the solution of social concerns. He included in this category:
rural and urban slums, "a blight
on the recreation industry." inadequate housing and educational systems; tax inequities, citing the dependence of the state on real estate
as a source of taxes for funding local government as an example:
land abandonment and collapse of
small business enterprises.
Libby emphasized the problems
of youth — school dropouts, teenage pregnancies, lack of employment opportunity and degeneration
of moral standards.
He concluded. "The University is
one of the strongest assets within
the state for encouraging and directing growth in the economy ...
and stands ready and willing to Wit
its resources to this end."

Baltimore Symphony To
Open Concert Series
The largest Concert Series in the
University's history will open with
the Baltimore Symphony under the
conductorship of Maestro Peter
Herman Adler. The Symphony of
92 musicians will appear at 8 p.m.
Monday in the Memorial Gym.
Doors will be open at 7:15 p.m.
The young pianist Abbott Lee
Ruskin will appear with the orchestra in Chopin's Concerto No. 2.
Ruskin is a student of famed pianist
Rosins Lhevinne. At the age of
eight he appeared with the Boston
Pops under Arthur Fiedler. In
1963 he won the Chopin Scholarship Award at the 14th Annual
Competition of the Kosciuszko
Foundation. Thus he became one
of the two youngest artists, the
other being Van Cliburn, ever to
win this distinguished prize.
Conductor Peter Herman Adler
was formerly Musical Ditector of
the NBC Television Opera Theatre
and the NBC Opera Company.
Music lovers will remember Adler's
many productions with the NBC
Opera Company, responsible for

commissioned works such as TV's
perennial favorite, "Amahl and the
Night Visitors."
The appearance of the Baltimore
Symphony will mark the beginning
of a concert season of 10 outstanding musical events. The University
will have a greater number of concerts and expects a much larger
audience than ever before because
of the merger of the University
Series and the Bangor Csmmunity
Concerts.
Students are asked to obtain
their tickets early in order to be
assured a seat. There is no charge
for students holding 1.0. cards.
However, a ticket must be picked
up in Carnegie Hall before 5 p.m.
Monday. No tickets will be available to students at the concert box
office.
Single tickets will be sold to
faculty and public at the box office
prior to the concert at the single
admission price. Tickets for the
entire series may be purchased at
the Music Office in Carnegie Hall
until the first concert.

Bates Ends Six Year Career
As Religious Affairs Director
By CAROL HEBOLD
Rev. Harvey H. Bates. director of
religious affairs, will terminate nearly six and a half years of service to
the University on Nov. 24 when he
last will appear at the Poetry Hour
reading selections from the Old
Testament.
Within that week Rev. Bates will
leave for New York to assume newduties as co-pastor of the United
Campus Christian Fellowship at Syracuse University.
Many will remember Rev. Bates
as the tenor soloist in last year's
Christmas Vespers preszntation of
The Mesliiih, and as choir director
of the Church of Universal Fellowship in Orono. He also was chairman of the housing committee for
the Bangor area NAACP and organizer of a campus commemoration last spring of the 10th anniversary of the Supreme Court's 1954
civil rights ruling.
But these were just a few of his
undertakings while a member of
the University of Maine community.
Born in Indianapolis, Ind., the
theologian grew up in Ohio. attended DePauw University in Greencastle, Ind., and was graduated Phi
Beta Kappa in 1954 from Union
Theological Seminary, New York
City.
He has studied under James
Muilenberg. former dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at UMaine (1934-35) who initiated the
honors program; Paul Tillich, a
leading theologian in the Protestant
world, and Reinhold Ncibuhr.
whose influence abounds not only
in the religious, but also in the
political and scientific worlds.

Following his graduation, Rev.
and Mrs. Bates went to Montcoal,
W. Va., to serve three churches of
coal miners and their families for
four years. Rev. Bates describes
the experience as his "post graduate
course in human beingness."

REV. HARVEY H. BATES
The couple came to the University of Maine in 1958.
During his stay of slightly more
than six years, Rev. Bates tended to
seek out relations with more
imaginative students and faculty
members. "It is crucial in what direction our imagination goes. In a
time of automation and changing
(Continued ow Page Tea)
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Apathy Reigns Again

Democrats Sweep
Barry, Bill 2 To 1
Campus mock election results the other. It appears that this reacdemonstrate an almost 2-1 senti- tion is shaping up as the main force
ment for the lohnson-Humphrey of the campaign, according to senior
team. Apathy reigned again as only Fred Wiles, election chairman.
48% of the student body partici- There also seems to be a lot of inpated in the election held Oct. 14 in decision on the part of the stuthe main lobby of the Memorial dents, he added.
Union. Of the 48% however, 69%,
He also noted that "If we had
or 1604 students, voted for the had a little box marked 'neither,'
Democrats, while 31%, or 737 stu- 'neither' very easily might have
dents, voted for Republicans Goldwon."
water and Miller.
The election was sponsored by
Comments indicate that many of
the students voted for the lesser of the Political Affairs Committee of
two evils; not for one, but against the General Student Senate.

Maine Masque Schedules Readings
For Second Production This Weekend

•4

Tryouts for Euripides' classic
tragedy The Trojan Women Maine
Masque Theatre's second production
of the season, will be held in the
Hauck Auditorium rehearsal hall
today and tomorrow at 4:30 p.m.
and Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Allan Cyrus of the speech department will direct the December
9-12 production of The Trojan Women.
Besides parts in the women's
chorus and group of soldiers, the
play has more than 20 speaking
roles. Among the characters are
Hecuba, the old, white-haired queen
of Troy who has lost her city to the
Greeks; Cassandra, her daughter.
taken as a spoil of war by King
Agamemnon, and now mad; Talthybius, a Greek messenger; Andromache, wife of the slain Hector;
Helen of Troy, the beauty who
caused the war and who now must
Pay for it; Menelaus, her husband,
who agrees that death should be her
reward; Poseidon, god of the sea,
and Athena, goddess of war.
Written 2,350 years ago. The
Trojan Women has been called
the greatest piece of anti-war literature in the world. The play has
no plot and little action, but contains great insight into the "horrible
business" of war.
It opens after a 10-year war in

CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classified often. 75e for 25 words;
5e thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
LEARN TO BE A MAGICIAN
—Contact Santini the Magician.
Post Office Box 278, Bangor,
Maine. Or call Old Town
827-2305.
Wanted to buy: One (1) pair of
Head Standard Skis. Size 5'9.
Call 866-3508
Rooms for rent, Men only, Near
Campus. Newly furnished. Call
866-4636
For Sale 1959 Plymouth Subburban Station Wagon automatic transmission, power steering.
Call 827-2913

Campus Reps
Fly To Chicago
For Convention
Editor Carolyn Zachary and special business assistant Frank Tenore
left by plane this morning for
Chicago where they will represent
the Maine Campus at the 40th annual Associated Collegiate Press
convention this weekend.
The convention opens tonight in
the Conrad Hilton Hotel with a
convocation featuring Frank Eyerly,
managing editor for the highlyrated Des Moines (Iowa) Register
& Tribune.
Special topic sessions begin tomorrow morning and continue all
that day and on Saturday morning
until noon. Tomorrow night the
Bob Kirk Orchestra will provide the
music for the convention dance.
The conference will close Saturday with an awards luncheon. The
American Newspaper Publishers Association will present plaques to the
five college newspapers which an
ANPA committee selected as "pacemakers" for general excellence.

ahich Tro) has finally been taken
by storm and all her men killed.
Most of the characters are women
waiting to be shipped off into slavery. Their talk of what has occurred
Miss Zachary and Tenore will
and how they feel makes up the
body of the tragedy, with each wo- stay in the Conrad Hilton and will
man presenting a different point of return to the University Sunday
view.
evening.

HEY KIDS!
Save your cleaning receipts throughout the year
WIN S3.00 OF FREE CLEANING
S & H GREEN STAMPS

CRAIG THE TAILOR
Tel.: 866-3656

CLEANING - PRESSING - REPAIRING
3 Main Street

Orono. Maine
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Each dry cleaning receipt you receive from Craig the
Tailor will have a block of 26 letters. One of the.e will
be circled. Save them until you have all the initials in
your last name. Then, you will have won sour $3.00 of
free cleaning. Get with it now. Send your cleaning to
CRAIG THE TAILOR

(lupus
STRIPE & CHECK
SHIRTS
BUTTON-DOWN &
TAB COLLARS

SUP
Peter Pan
Bras

MADRAS PLAID
SPORT SHIRTS

1 group
BANDOS

$3.98
Adler
$1.00

Italian Sandwich.',

It is hoped that enthusiasm and
support for this year's drive will not
only equal, but surpass that of other
years—that students will ,how their
public spiritedness by digging into
their pockets for change tor charity.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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We'll send you one full-size MENNEN
SPEED STICK DEODORANT free (but
only one per person—our supply is limited)
if you send us the coupon below with only
25¢ for postage and handling.
You'll enjoy the clean,fast, neat way—the
man's way—to all-day deodorant protection.
MENNEN SPEED STICK, the man-size
deodorant,goes on so wide it protects almost
3 times the area of a narrow roll-on track.
Goes on dry,too—no drip, mess or tackiness.
So be our guest—send for yours today.
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MENNEN
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SPEED
STICK
deodorant
FOR MEN
Box 200 SS, Morristown, N.J.

Gentlemen: Send me one free Speed Stick.
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I enclose 250 for postage and
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Free Delivery

THE MENNEN CO.,
On The Men's Side
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APPLIANCES
LINOLEUMS * * RUGS
BEDS CHESTS DESKS
At Reasonable Prices

—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS

$2.00

Tel. 866-2233
Our Specialty ...

send a monthly allowance, clothe.,
food, and special medical care.
To add incentive to the dm e,
three prizes will be awarded to
groups making the most outstanding
contributions to the Good Will
Chest fund. The outstanding women's dormitory will receive a $25
gift certificate at Viner's Music
Company; fraternity, a $25 gift certificate at Dakin's Sporting Go-ds;
men's dormitory section, either four
strings of bowling or a :icket to a
Maine Masque productioa to each
man.

tel. 866-4032

GIOVANNI'S

Main Road—Orono

This year's drive to collect funds
for the campus Good Will Chest
will get its first push at the Oct. 30
rally. Sarge "Archie Means will
then kick off the campaign to collect contributions for this, the only
charity drive on campus.
The Good Will Chest fund benefits some 30 organizations, including the World University Service,
CARE, Radio Free Europe, the Salvation Army, Girl Scouts of
America, and the American Red
Cross.
The fund also benefits local charities—the Orono Twins, Maine Cancer Association, Maine Heart Association, and the Pine Tree Society
for Crippled Children, among many
others.
Beginning this year, the Good
Will Chest also will help support
the University's Greek foster son,
Basil Koutsothanasis to whom we

38 Main St.

THIS IS IT . .

Pizza

Spaghetti A Pizza House

'Archie' Kicks Off Good Will
Chest Campaign Oct. 30

Complete line of fraternity and
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Peck Defends American Youth;
Not Irresponsible, Destructive
"The fashionable idea that American youth are irresponsible, foolish and destructive is not necessarily so," Dr. H. Austin Peck, vice
president for academic affairs, told
a Freshman Parents Day audience
here last Saturday afternoon.
Speaking before some 1.600 parents and 1,300 freshmen, Dr. Peck

that enthusiasm and
is year's drive will no:
t surpass that of other
udents will ,how their
ness by digging into
for change tor charity.

noted, As we read about riots in uncertainties and complexities, the
seaside resorts or such intellectual world of today is a world of great
activities as rolling beds or basket- promise" for young people. "My
balls along public roads, we can own hope is that you young people
find reasons for this Atitude. I fear, will choose to prepare to become
however, that we ,nembers of the active participants in the many afolder generation often overlook the fairs of society. We suffer, I think,
other side of the coin. We tend to from an overabundance of critics
pay insufficient attention to the and a shortage of active particimany responsible and unselfish acts pants."
of today's youth."
He continued to say that this sort
The group of young people who of attitude will never
result in the
spend their vacations operating a improvement of society.
Intelligent.
summer camp for underprivileged educated, active participants
who
children, the young people who are ready to
contribute their best
spend the summer helping register efforts to all
of mankind's varied
voters in the South, and the group activities are needed.
which works in the slums of an
He urged the audience to particiAmerican city or travels abroad to
aid in the development of some pate actively in their local governforeign nation are examples of the ments, in the voluntary organizaactions of young people of high tions in their communities, in state
legislatures, and in other groups and
ideals and great courage.
Peck also said that "despite its associations.

Gould Warns
About Limited
Road Usage
State Rep. Clifford G. McIntire yesterday rapped Democratic Sen. Edmund S. Muskie
for his refusal to debate on
morality and government and
discussed the legislative program in Washington, D. C.
McIntire, challenging Muskie
for his U. S. Senate seat, addressed a gathering in the Memorial Union Main Lounge yesterday noon. Ile was the first
Republican to appear at UM
this fall in the Political Lyceum
Committee's "Campaign '64"
program.
The Campus ,.ill carry complete coverage of his .isit next
week.

Campo., Police Chief Steve Gould
notes that students must be reminded of the limited use of campus
roads, referring directly to section
G of the Motor Vehicle Code leaflet:
"To insure safety for pedestrians,
motor vehicle traffic during the
hours from 7:30 a. m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, must be
kept to a minimum on campus.
Commuting students and resident
students, including those living in
fraternities, are not permitted to operate motor vehicles on campus
roads during this period, except
when traveling to or from assigned
parking areas via the shortest route
to the nearest state highway. Also
between these hours students using
the Alumni Field and men's dormitory parking areas are required to
enter and leave by the North entrance to the campus."

Your life at Du Pont I one of a series for technical graduates

ay—the
tection.
an-size
almost
track.
kiness.
day.

With us, creative technical employees are natural catalysts.
They cause reactions. Good ones.
For example, they helped us double our sales to $2.4 billion
in the past 12 years. In the past 28 years alone, their research
efforts helped us develop new products that created 40,000 new
career positions. At this writing they're ironing the wrinkles
out of 200 completely new products, with more on the way.

You're the epitome of wisdom
when you choose these long
and-lean pants.They trim you
up and taper you down. PostGrads are the sine qua non
of campus styles because
they're absolutely authentic.
Neat belt loops. Narrow-butnot-too-narrow cuffs. Shaped
on-seam pockets. You can
look perfect for a pittance
since they cost but $6.98 a
pair in 65% Dacron* 35%
Cotton. Buy 'em and W00001
'Du Port's Reg. TM for its Pobiester Fiber

Technical men and women are happy at DuPont, too. They
get a chance to move around—to actually change jobs without
changing companies and without losing their accrued benefits.
Their future bursts with promise, because they know we fill
important positions from within.
Would you make a good catalyst at DuPont' Learn all the
facts by letting us send you more information. Write us a letter
now (or clip and mail our coupon).

SETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING..

THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Technical men well especially need from the Class of '65
Chemists
Mechanical Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Industrial Engineers

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
2531 ,13 Nemours Building
Wilmington. Delaware 19898
When I'm graduated, I'll be a
(List profession
Please send me more information about how I might fit
in at Ott Pont.

Four Undergrads
Attend Conference
Of College Unions
Re-enter the fantasy world of
child-like wonder in the lobby of
Alumni Hall. Ferdinand Roten, a
Baltimore collector, has made possible a fleeting glimpse into the fairy
tale world, illuminated by Marc
Chagall's graphics.
See a boy flying over a city—
Peter Pan or maybe the magic carpet story. This series of paintings
presents a simple imaginative experience. The source for most of
these prints is Slavic and Jewish
fables. Images from Gogol's The
Dead Souls, la Fontaine's The
Fables, the Bible, and Daphnis and
Chloe are portrayed in a surrealistic
light with Freudian implications.
Chagall creates his effect with childlike strokes.
The exhibition notes briefly relate
the history of this type of painting.
From earliest prehistoric times, man
has experimented with fantastic and
surrealist themes to give vent to
his particular fears, phobias, complexes and delusions.

The history of the art of painting
lists in this category an assortment
of great artists ranging from
Hieronymous Bosch and Albrecht
Durer to William Blade, Francisco
Goya and Honore Daumier.
In the early years of the 20th century, some artists and writers
formed close groups having as their
credo an art which is "pure psychic
automatism, by means of which one
sets out to express verbally the real
functioning of thought without any
control by reasoning or any aesthetic or moral preoccupation."
Chagall was born in Russia in
1887 and studied under L. N. Bakst,
a Russian artist. After a trip to
Paris he added the current experimentation in cubism to his own expressionistic style. His works are
a part of the initial surrealistic.
hyper-realistic and fantastic trends.
The major art collections of the
world include Marc Chagall's paintings and prints.

Dr. C. Major Addresses
Coffee House Audience
At the Coffee House at 4 p.m. day from 8 to 10 p.m. The doors of
tomorrow Dr. Charles Major of the the Coffee House will also be open
zoology department will speak on from 8:30 to 11:30 on Friday and
"Cellular Evolution — Perspectives Saturday evening throughout the
Year.
on Science."
Senior Suzanne Casey will be the
student guest speaker at "Forum"
Sunday evening at 8:15. She will
read two short stories which she
has written.
Guests will be featured each Friday from 3:30 to 5 p.m. and Sun-

U-M Students Check
Maine-Sponsored
Flight To Europe
A student group is investigating
the possibilities of organizing a
University-sponsored charter flight
to Europe.
Twelve students met last Thursday with Registrar George Crosby
to discuss the possibilities of such a
flight for students, faculty and perhaps alums.
The group is now checking on
charter flights and rates, and is compiling information and suggestions
on travel, summer employment, and
study in Europe.
More definite information will be
released within the next two weeks.

Four University of Maine students recently participated in the
16th annual conference of the Association of College Unions, Region
One, at the University of Bridgeport last weekend.
Patricia Carlin, Suzanne Koch,
Linda Morancy and Robert Dumais,
accompanied by Nelson Jones, Memomial Union director, spent three
days at the conference.
Dumais and Miss Morancy were
members of panel discussions which
centered on functions, problems,
and trends of college student centers.
In all, more than 200 students
and faculty members representing
33 northeastern colleges and universities attended the conference.

Paiton, Horn Chosen
Carnival Co-Chairmen
Peter Paiton and Floyd Horn are
co-chairman of this year's Winter
Carnival committee.
Subcommittee chairmen are Carol
Full and Frank Tenore, publicity;
Sue Myer and Brian Gardner, dec
orations; Barbara Bickmore and
Phyllis Mayo, queen committee;
Judy Purzycki, refreshments; Nancy
Page, chaperones: Paul Sullivan,
facilities; Tom Foley, games, and
Charles Bonney. tickets and programs.

Friday, October 23
Maine Masque, Hauck Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
Stag Dance, sponsored by the
Home Ec Club
Rally
Saturday, October 24
Maine Masque, Hauck Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
Den Dance, 8 p. m.
Sunday, October 25
MOC Acadia National Park Trip
AWS Women's Week Begins
Monday, October 26
General Sorority Meeting

Centennial Concert Series, Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, Memorial Gymnasium, 8 p. m.
Tuesday, October 27
Poetry Hour, 4 p.m., Memorial
Union, Reader: Frederic W.
Murray
AWS Executive Board Meeting
AWS General Council Meeting
General Student Senate Meeting
Thursday, October 29
Lecture and Film, Betty Bruce
8 p. m., Hauck Auditorium
Panhellenic Council Meeting

POETRY HOUR
The Poetry Hour will be held
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Memorial
Union. Frederic W. Murray will
read contemporary Latin American
Poetry.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

ALL FROSH, SOPH AND
JUNIOR MEN
Commander John Hoctor, District Representative for Navy Recruiting, will be on campus tomorrow from 10 a. m. to 4 p.m. in the
Memorial Union lobby to discuss
the ROTC program.

Herbert Luxon, adviser to the
Colby I.V.C.F., will speak to the
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Totman
Room of the Memorial Union. His
topic will be "Christian Maturity."
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The University's Gymnastics Club
will meet tonight from 7 to 8:30 in
Lengyel Hall.

- T

RAPID TRANSIT SERVICE
STATION
YOU DON'T GET A "BIG GALLON"
FOR YOUR GAS DOLLAR,

COVM
IN 'tE
Fro
That
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Switzerland, Oct. 5 — The International Travel Establishment will locate job opportunities in Europe for anyone
who likes the Idea of a fun-filled, low cost trip to Europe.
Jobs are available In all fields in every European country.
Interested students should send $2 to ITE, 68 Herrengasse, Vaduz, Liechtenstein (Switzerland) for a complete
do-it-yourself kit which includes the '•<ey to getting a job
In Europe, the largest European job selection available,
applications, instructions, money saving tips and information guaranteeing you a trip to Europe (including transportation) for less than $100.
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Return to the traditional
for comfort, quality and
good looks. The back
hanger loop, pleat and
back button make this
shirt the authentic
traditional style. The
soft, graceful collar roll
and "417" V-Taper fit
ore Van Heusen's own.
They make this shirt as
hallowed as the Ivy
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You can tell he's important, ready to
:-.ove up. That "V-Taper" fits and
latters his rugged, rangy physique, and
the executive styling of traditional
button-downs or crisp Snap-Tabs should
take him to the top. Broadcloth or
oxford, in all the greatest colors,
oh man...that's the shirt for my man'
$5.00
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School Of Business Sponsors Maine Campus Review
Industrial Relations Meeting Bricker, Twins Share ',nimelight In
Maine Masque's 'You Never Can Tell'

Arbitration of grievance disputes
will be the topic of the third annual
Industrial Relations Conference for
union and management representatives, lawyers, arbitrators and government officials on Friday, Oct. 30,
at the University.
The annual conferences. sponsored by the School of Business
Administration, focus on topics of
timely or permanent interest to the
State of Maine.
Last year's discussion concerned
methods of resolving grievances in
the early stages without arbitration.
This year's conference, a logical
follow-up, will consider methods of
resolving disputes not settled in the
earlier stages.

Dr. W. Stanley Devino, director
of the School of Business Administration, will serve as chairman.
Prof. John A. Hogan of the University of New Hampshire and John
Church of Boston, Mass, will be the
principal speakers. At the afternoon
session Hogan, acting as arbitrator,
and Church, as tribunal clerk, will
demonstrate a practice case.
Registration for the conference
will be at 9 a. m. in the Memorial
Union lobby. Anyone interested in
attending the conference may obtain a reservation blank from Dr.
Devino, South Stevens Hall.
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From The Team
That Brought You
'The CARPETBAGGERS"

By WALTER R. WHITNEY
tion, and while it does not appear
The Maine Masque production of in the subsequent three acts, it does,
George Bernard Shaw's You Never in a way, accurately date the decor
Can Tell, directed by Herschel of the stage sets and costumes—and,
Bricker, opened last night in the whether for better or worse, the subHauck Auditorium for the cus- stance of the play itself. Both The
Importance of Being Earnest and
tomary four-day run.
In a way, the play is Shaw's com- You Never Can Tell are delightful
mentary on Oscar Wilde's The Im- museum pieces, and it is to their
portance of Being Earnest, which credit that, 70 years later, they can
had been produced only a year or still compete for laughs with the
so earlier. In both plays there is latest Broadway gag-lined comedy.
With a prodigality that presentthe satirical treatment of upper-class
life, the same amused concern with day writers would shun, Shaw's
the question of paternity, the same script calls for three quite elaborate
clash between Victorian convention- sets, and E. A. Cyrus and his crew
ality and New Thought, the same have managed them well. As for
ridiculous posturings and dilemmas the costumes, both Hooker Howe
of young love. What Shaw may and the Masque wardrobe have exhave lacked in the glittering epi- humed some 1896 wonders, with
grams of Wilde he compensated for the deft hand of Cecilia Bricker apin the lambent treatment of icono- parent throughout. Director Bricker's skill is no less deft in realizing
clastic ideas.
The play opens hilariously in a all of the comic possibilities of the
dentist's office in the 1890's, com- piece and in adding a few of his
plete with a "toothache chair" of own—for example, the avalanche of
the vintage and a foot-powered drill liveried waiters who, marshalled by
which, God be thanked, never got Jack Maughlin as Bohun, and to the
involved in the action. Gary appropriate music of The Sorcerer's
Bricker is to be credited with pick- Apprentice, suggest the ineluctable
operations of well-trained servants.
ing up the venerable chair at aue
The sprightly, loquacious twins,
played by Lois Ingeneri and Roy
NOW PLAYLNG
Clark. show the effects of ingenious
direction—with some innovations of
THE MAINE MASQUE
their own, no doubt—and remind
one that although Shaw may have
THEATRE PRODUCTION
condescended to Shakespere, he
nevertheless had not forgotten the
OF
Dromios.
But to single out the twins would
be unfair to the rest of the cast.
Peter Clough, elegant and impoverished young dentist in dove-gray
cutaway, managed to convey Shaw's
ambivalent attitude towards love,
and Donna DeCourcey, as the state-

"YOU
NEVER
CAN
TELL"

FONIGHT THRU SATURDAY
HAUCK AUDITORIUM

Berns Addresses
Ed. Association
Dr. Karl H. Berns will address
the campus chapter of the Student
National Education Assn. Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the Louis Oakes room,
Library. He will discuss "The Battle for the Minds of Men."
Berns holds four earned degrees,
spent 10 years as Assistant Secretary
of the Ohio Education Assn. and
has been with the National Education Assn. for 20 years.

THIBODEAUS
Barber Shop

THE GIFT SHOP
At University Motor Inn

Expert Barbering

Welcomes Students and Faculty
"Everything for everyone"

Three Barbers
Monday--Thursday

From Novelty Gifts to
Hand Knit Wear

Tickets $1.25 at
Hauck Aud. Box Office

OPEN DAILY
FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 866-7557

ly Gloria, made it quite clear that
women held for Shaw a lifelong
mystification. I liked Tom Furman's portrayal of a musty-fusty
man with emotional indigestion, and
Ritty Birchfield's restrained and
beautiful New Woman. Steve Harvey, as Finch M'Comas, the family
solicitor, conveyed the air of responsibility that Shaw intended, but
British respectability and probity
seemed to manifest themselves also
as a kind of jerky rigidity, as though
integrity were a confoundedly awkward burden. Nor was it Jack McLaughlin's fault if Shaw confused
garrulity with charm. As a kind
of latter-day Polonius with his
folded napkin, the badge of servitude, on his arm, and a flood of
words on his lips. Bohun, the head
waiter, violated the first commandment of British decorum: that a
servant should keep his eyes open
and his mouth shut. Shaw very
obviously loved Bohun. So did
McLaughlin, even though the otherwise rapid pace of the play slowed
to walk in his polished speeches.

Four Barbers
Friday—Saturday

8-11:30 A.M.

for your added convenience
5-8 p.m. Fri.-Sun.

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK
35 No. Main St., Old Town

COMING NOV. 5, 6, 7
6:30 P.M.-12 P.M.
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EDITORIALS
Maine Needs Muskie
The Muskie-McIntire television debates
eliminated all doubts about who should represent Maine in the U. S. Senate. Senator Muskie
handled himself with the quiet dignity that
has won him the respect of political leaders
throughout the United States. On the other
hand, Congressman McIntire's behavior was
enough to embarrass even the most dedicated
Republican voter.
But there are perhaps other more important
reasons why Senator Muskie deserves to be
re-elected in November. No other man in
Maine politics has done as much for the twoparty system in Maine as has Senator Muskie.
For ten years Muskie has been the Democratic
party in Maine. Consequently, a Muskie defeat
in November would perhaps also deal a fatal
blow to the two-party system in Maine.
Senator Muskie is one of Maine's most
progressive politicans. He believes that govern-

ment must act to meet the needs of its people.
To this end he has supported increased aid to
education and medical care for the aged.
Senator Muskie is an intelligent, informed
politician who is interested in all phases of
politics. He has worked hard and well for
Maine in Washington. And he has had the
courage to consider the interests of all 50
states before reaching decisions on important
issues. In other words, Muskie has had the
vision to serve both his country and his state.
We believe that Congressman McIntire lacks
the spirit to successfully follow in the footsteps
of Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie has six years of experience
in the U. S. Senate. He should be allowed to
put this experience to work for the people of
Maine. Our country needs men like Senator
Muskie and we hope voters will decide that
Maine also needs him.

Why Senate Deficit ?

Ft

The Student Senate broke just about every
rule of sound budget planning last year and in
the process rar up a deficit of nearly $500.
The Senate has blamed the deficit on the large
bills that resulted from Maine Day festivities
and from sending a delegation to the Student
Senate Conference in St. Louis, Mo.
However, the true reason for the deficit is
that no one was responsible for the Senate's
bookkeeping. In short, the books were so
fouled-up that the Senate had no idea where it
stood financially.
According to Stan Sloan, this year's Student
Senate President, three different treasurers
handled the bookkeeping for the Senate last
year. The books were in such sad shape that

the Senate wasn't aware of the deficit until the
last bills began to arrive.
The Student Senate was allotted more than
$3,000 last year by the University. $3,000, if
used wisely, is more than enough to meet the
present needs of the Senate.
We hope that this year's Senate will learn
from the mistakes of the past. Mr. Sloan has
assured the Campus that he will keep "tight
control" of Senate finances.
The Student Senate has long waged a war
to create interest in its activities. We believe
that inefficient handling of University funds is
not the type of activity that will endear the
Senate to students. Every effort should be made
to insure that the Senate does not repeat the
blunders of the past.

So What And Who Cares?
By William Horner

•

Florida to speak against Medicare.
to Atlanta to speak against the Supreme Court's re-apportionment decision, to Nashville to speak
against the TVA, and to Appalacia
to denounce the Anti-Poverty Program. Concerning Senator Goldwater's character, there is not even
a breath of scandal — it is likewise
with all of the Senator's associates.
Let us now examine President
Johnson. Life magazine (certainly
not pro-Goldwater) notes that:
"The Johnson family is one of the
four richest ever to occupy the
White House.... The Johnson holdings today can be estimated at approximately $14 million. . . . This
fortune is the accomplishment of a
family whose inherited wealth was
little more than 530.000 and whose
breadwinner's life-time total of salaries — earned almost entirely in
33 years of federal payrolls — has,
before taxes, not much exceeded
5500,000." Financial chincanery?
"KTBC (Austin) may have been
in FCC trouble," Life continued,
"before the Johnsons bought it, but
it has been completely free of
trouble ever since. . . . all of its requests have been acted upon favorably and with dispatch by the
(FCC)...." Influence-wielding?
Now let's look at President
Johnson's associates. It would take
a very naive person to claim that
the then Senator Johnson knew
nothing of the underhanded deal-

"SOUNDS FULL... I (;t ES

ings of his secretary. Bobby Baker.
How many activities does one
roommate undertake about which
the other knows nothing? And what
about Walter Jenkins? If one of a
person's best friends since childhood had perverse sexual tendencies
wouldn't he know of them?
What is the significance of all of
this? Few people seem to care. So
what if we have a President who
lines his own pocket on the side?
So what if we have a President who
is power-hungry and desires a "Big
Brother" state? So what if we have
a President whose friends become
millionaires "serving the public"?
So what if certain associates to the
President who have access to secret
information are liable to blackmail
because of previous police records?
So what and who cares? DO YOU?
SHOULD YOU?

Second Coming
By John Rory
It happened on the first day of
November in the year 1964 that
God, glancing at a pocket memo,
found that the Millenium was
scheduled for that month. Immediately he summoned the Archangel
Michael and charged him with the
duty of announcing the Second
Coming.
On the second day of November
the Archangel Michael descended
to the Earth and appeared at Democratic Party Headquarters. One of
the aides relayed his message to the
Chief; and the Chief said: "As far
as I can see, the Saviour gets only
one ballot, and I already got the
Graveyard Vote. Why you bother
me with trivialities on a day like
this, boy?" So the aide went back
with his ears smarting to tell the
Archangel Michael to go away.
Next the Archangel went to the
Republican Party Headquarters, but
the people there were too enthusiastic to be bothered. They said "What

do we need Clod for, we've got
Barry," and "It will just interfere
with the fight for freedom" and
"Go away."
Despairingly he went to the offices of the ADA; but they told him
that if it was going to interfere
with their Poorman's Penthouse
Program (P.P.P.), they were not
interested. Besides they didn't believe in God; they believed in Man.
Finally the Archangel resorted to
the headquarters of the John Birch
Society, but the people there only
wanted to know how he got past
immigration authorities without taking a loyalty oath.
A very dejected Archangel returned to heaven that evening to report the failure of his mission. God
frowned and thought for a moment; then he said: "Well if we
cannot come to them, then they will
have to come to us. See to it."
—It was Goldwater by a landslide.

Mainea

Beware The Indians
By Rick Wile
"You're next," said the barbel.
And I sat in the chair.
He reached for the clipper,
And looked at my hair.

"Sorry old
Fiii
Starting, you see.
I used to shear sheep
Before they called me."

"Take a lot off the sides,
And please cut it flat."
He inhaled his smoke.
Blew it down where I sat.

"You're not a barber?"
I asked with a cry.
"No, you're my first cus--"
"Hey, there's blood in my eye!"

The chairs were deep blue
While the pictures were clear.
lhe Whole shop was nice—
"Ow! Look out for my ear!"

"Oop. Sorry again. It's
Just a small crack . . .
The last barber walked out
And has never come back.

the maine
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The Prophet

The Right Side

The tendency of the American
people to regard a Presidential
election as a sporting event coming after the World Series but before the important football games
once every four years is indeed dangerous to our great democracy. It
is of vital importance to each and
every one of us to base our votes
for President not only on the candidate's political convictions but
also on his character.
Politically, the issues are more
well-defined this year than in any
Presidential election since World
War H. The voter is being offered
the choice between the rugged individualism of American tradition
and a gradual advance toward a
"Big Brother" state with an omniscient and omnipotent federal government.
It must, however, be obvious to
all who listen to the news on the
radio, watch it on TV, or read it
in the newspapers that the issue of
the character of each of the candidates, while probably more nebulous. is equally as important as the
political issues in this campaign.
Fellow Americans. let us continually, at all times between now and the
election, demand the facts in relation to this issue.
We must all admit that Senator
Goldwater has proven time and
time again that he has the courage
of his convictions. Who can doubt
the integrity of a man who goes to

H.

Carolyn Zachary

"But it's such a good job;
The first one for me."
And he chopped off a hair
As one fells a tree.
When he finally finished,
I crawled from the chair,
Missing an eye, half an ear.
And all of my hair.

A Goldsmith
By Presen tin
1024

So I give you a moral
To ponder a while:
Not all of your scalpers
Live on Indian Isle.

H. M. GoLi)

Money
Apparently the Maine Campustuition rate, as are funds for the
headline writer didn't really read Maine Campus, the Concert Series
the article which he headlined and for many other services.
'Senate $500 in Debt." The headSpeaking of the Concert Series,
line and the article, which was fact- there has already been much comual, did not match.
ment about it and so I hope that
Last year's Senate overspent its all students will take an interest in
university appropriated budget. We examining the series and the manpaid back the amount due to the ner in which it is run. You see, you
university by nearly depleting the have already paid for this series.
Senate's private checking account Since the Concert Series committee
and by merely subtracting from my is a student-faculty committee of
budget this year.
the Senate, your Senate and I intend
The whole story points to one to represent your feelings about the
fact: if the Senate is to continue program.
serving the student body as it
Please make known your sentishould and if Maine Day is to con- ments concerning any campus issue.
tinue, the Senate will need more Your silence indicates only lack of
interest and promotes lack of acmoney.
All students should realize that tion.
they are paying the Senate's budStan Sloan President
get. The fee is incorporated in the
General Student Senate

Even the greenest high school debater soon learns that a debate
topic is useless unless it takes the
form of a plainly stated proposition
that can be argued pro and con.
Mr. Muskie, an outstanding college debater on national issues and
currently a highly respected United
States Senator, knows and respects
the accepted debate method. Though
it might make exciting entertainTo the Editor:
It is time for all of us to arise and ment for a portion of the TV audimeet the progressing menace face ence, he knows there is no sense
to face. This menace that I am in the spectacle of two public figures
writing about exists in three places hurling unexamined charges and
on this campus, the Bear's Den and countercharges for half an hour.
the two book stores. This disaster Therefore, I would guess that he
and his respresentatives quite rightcould be called radiant fallout.
How many of you have ever or- ly insisted on the standard techdered a frappe and discovered a nique of stating a proposition clearhair on the creamy surface? To all ly. to make the issue clearcut.
you muffin fanciers, I suggest that
Mr. McIntire, obviously a nonyou check the muffin thoroughly be- debater, did not want a clearcut
fore devouring it, because there is pro and con debate. He wanted
probably hair throughout it. I rea- some big, vague topic, such as tarlize the women employed are clean, iffs and foreign policy or morals,
but it would help if they would wherein he could leap around at
wear hair nets.
will, hurling the usual insinuations,
irrelevancies and non sequiturs
from all angles, merely to appeal to
irrational emotions and obscure all
reason. Why? Perhaps his "foreign"
public relations staff were responsiTo the Editor:
ble. But there is a more likely reaWhat's happened to medical
son. With all due respect, this irrastandards when the lab boy at the tional
"method" is as natural to
Infirmary takes blood tests with a
Mr. McIntire as the debate apneedle in one hand and .4 cigarette
proach is to Mr. Muskie. Over the
in the othei?
past thirteen years the Congressman
has had no practice in true debate.
but much experience in addressing
highly partisan groups of the faithful who meet to be "confirmed in
the faith", never to be educated by
10 the Editor:
After watching the Muskie-Mc- full examination of issues pro and
Intire debates, I think I can sup- con. Rare indeed is the congressman
ply the clue to the puz-zle of Mr. who "grows up" to be an outstandMcIntire's charges and Mr. Mus- ing senator.
In the second debate Mr. Muskie
kie's denials that the topics were
was obviously pained when Mr.
-dictated" by Mr. Muskie.
McIntire deliberately violated debating ethics by abandoning the
question to hurl a third debate challenge on — of all things — moral
issues, the vaguest of all possible
topics. Mr. McIntire wanted to
mousetrap Mr. Muskie into either
(I
agreeing to "debate" in the
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Debate Analysis
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To the Editor:
Is it the policy of the Campus
to publish letters written by students who are so deficient in intestinal fortitude that they dare only
to sign their letter "Two Juniors"?
I am, of course, referring to that
rather vindictive little piece in the
Oct. I issue.
I am persuaded that these "Two
Juniors" were not without justification in using their method of attacking the problem created by a
self-conscious professor at the
Coffee House. However, I do
question their integrity, as well as
their maturity. Apparently their experience with college has not
shown them the value of and the
necessity for candor; perhaps they
were afraid of being forced to defend their opinions openly. Also
they seem to have forgotten the difference between constructive and
destructive criticism; memory does
indeed fade in a fit of adolescent
passion.
Faculty-student relations should
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Hauck Auditorium

ar sheep

Juniors Hit Again

Sunday, October 25

Two Shows: 7 and 9:30

just

Congressman's favorite manner, or
(2) refusing to do so, whereupon
he would be labeled "chicken". Of
course Mr. Muskie saw the trap at
once. He refused to give a yes or
no answer, and decided not to be a
party to a TV spectacular certain
to develop catcalls, insinuations,
garbage - throwing, recriminations,
and unreasoned emotion, all larded
with fake folksiness.
If the medium of TV is to be
used to raise the level of political
discussion in Maine, as it should be,
we need more candidates like Mr.
Muskie and fewer like Mr. McIntire. The latter's technique would
no doubt have swept the state for
McKinley in 1896 but is hardly
palatable in 1964. Meanwhile I
would suggest that next Sunday's
sermon in all Maine churches be
based on the Ninth Commandment.
Let that be the moral issue.
Cecil I. Reynolds
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life and express a little school spirit blanket and bathrobe. I ant sure
at a football game, should take a that if Mr. Hamilton uncovers a
long, appraising look at themselves book on Scottish tartans, he will
before belittling the "typical find out just how many subversise
(Continued from Page Sews)
Mainer" who does not require such clans there really are. Take, for
not be jeopardized by either faculty
example. the Royal Stuarts. They
members or students; on the whole, artificial stimulation.
I earnestly urge all responsible use lots of red. Why, I'll bet one
communication between the two
citizens,
not
only
U.M.
students
and
of those Jacobites is at the bottom
groups is much too valuable and
pleasureable to be hampered by the their parents, but all who are in- of the "conspiracy" right now.
terested
in
the
caliber
of
the
future
What a frightening prospect, addvain and the indignant. The risk of
ostracism by other students is a big leaders of our Country, to take a ing legitimacy to Communism —
and with my last name!
enough obstacle alone for those stand in this matter.
But, I now know we need not
Arlene M. Friel)
students who see the value in
(Mrs. Karl C. Friel) fear. Brahman has given us Barry.
"socializing" with our professors.
Mr. Hamilton's great-grandchildren
By thus hiding behind a verbal
•
will never be branded with the
smoke screen, these "Two Juniors"
scarlet letter.
have set a standard for us underWhy, there won't even be any
classmen which I hope we will
great-grandc
hildren....
never reach: we might all get a To the Editor:
back-ache by bending so low.
Philip C. Jacobs
I am profoundly interested in
George Moore. Jr. Mr. Lawrence Hamilton's crimson
•
view of the world about us. After
reading this letter, particularly the
last lines, several times — I didn't
On Liquor
believe them at first — I began to To the Editor:
realize how much RED surrounds
To the Editor:
May I comment briefly on your
I read, with both amusement and us. Just looking around my room I lead editorial in the Sept. 17
issue
disgust, the absurd comments of spied the red cover on my diction- of the Campus?
the three cowards who were afraid ary and the edges of the pages in
You know that the Federal Govto sign their names and used "Rally. my desk encyclopedia. There was ernment has no money of
its own
Wreck. and Ruin" instead. Indeed, my roommate's bedspread— and he — only what it takes from
its citithese words are indicative of their supports Barry — and those ties!
zens in taxes; you should know that
The predominant color on my
philosophy, it seems to me!!! A peruntil 1936 those taxes never exceedson with enough intelligence to be box of laundry soap is red. Do you ed $9 billion; you know that
now
attending college surely must be suppose "Instant Fels" is manufact- the annual interest on our
debt is
only joking when making the state- ured behind the Iron Curtain? And over SI 1 billion; you know
that
ment that quote: "A college campus the soap powder is YELLOW! America became the most powerful
without liquor is like a baby with- Ominous I'm sure. The Massachu- country the world has ever
known
setts license plates on my car are by individual efforts,
out milk."
not on governI proudly believe that I am a maroon. I'll bet that's as close to ment handouts. What you probably
"typical 'Stainer" and I smile at the red as those Democrats dare to do not know is that until
the deboast of a handful of juvenile col- come.
pression of 1929. and the election
Worst of all, if I am not getting of F.D.R. in 1933,
lege students that they are quote:
it was consid"accustomed to an environment be- too personal, are the plaids on my ered a disgrace to be obliged
to acyond the wildest dreams of a typical
Mainer." Just whom do they think
they're kidding? I say to the University of Maine, let these people
go back to their Utopia.... and the
sooner, the better! Neither our
State of Maine nor our University
needs their kind; and I am sure
few want them. True, they are definitely not like the "typical !stainer"
... and I thank God for it!!
It is fortunate for the students
who attend college for the purpose
of obtaining an education, that the
University of Maine also has the
courage of its convictions and upholds its ruling on liquor. May it
always be thus!!
Persons who require that their
inner beings be souped up with
liquor in order that they can enjoy

Letters

Crimson Red

•

Who Foots Bill

Stand

Orono, Mine

Orono. Maine. Oetolier 22. 196-1
cept public assistance. You do know
that practically everyone looks to
Uncle Sam for a handout now.
From a public debt of less than
$32 billion in 1932 the Government
now owes $324 billion. It has been
said that it is impossible to visualize $1 billion but if one uses $20
bills only and lays them flat, one
on another, the pile will be 171
/
2
miles high. The Congress appropriated $104 billion for fiscal 196465; we have spent each year more
than our income in all but five
years since 1939. What could be
bought for 45e in 1939 now costs a
dollar. The resulting inflation has
reduced the buying power of savings, life insurance. etc., by tens of
billions of dollars.
I wonder how long you think
such fiscal policies can be followed
before we go bankrupt as a nation?
When the dollar becomes worthless,
as the German Mark did after
W.W.I, we will be in chaos and the

enure world will go down with us.
You may favor Medicare for everyone on S.S. but do you favor it
for anyone who does not need it? I
knew a Maine graduate who counted his income in five figures who had
served in the Navy in W.W.I. He
never got further from shore than
Egg Rock off Nahant, Mass., but
had his tonsils removed at the
Chelsea Navy Hospital where the
taxpayers paid the bill.
W. T. Faulkner, '16
•

Veiled Allegories
To the Editor:
Have your anti-Goldwater writers no other journalistic weapon
than a thinly veiled allegory?
There have been several of these
scantily-clad little allegories scampering through the Campus pages
lately.
Janet E. Ede
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1. Now that we're 21 we have
a lot more responsibility.
Now we make the decisions.

2. Right. Ana this year we have
a big decision to make—who
gets our vote for President
I've already decided
to vote for the candidate
of my choice.

HERE F:riE GREAT NEW POPULAR LP'S!
11
1
.L
44
"STRAIGHT AHEAD,
%THE GOLDIEBRIARS

MR.
G.
SEZ
CPO SHIRTS
(CHIEF PETTY
OFFICER)

14

'1

.
8. YOU1 decision should be based
on what the candidate stands for.
For example,does your man's
fiscal policy square with your
philosophy on the matter?

•

I hope not. I never
could handle money.

'5*

4. Then how do you expect to go
out into the world,support a
wife, raise children, and be a
two-car family?
I wish! knew.

IN 24114/BN 26114*
Includes "Sea of Tears," "Sweet
Potatoes," "Ride That Chariot"
and others.

THE SHIRT THAT
IS SWEEPING THE
EAST IS NOW AT
GOLDSMITH'S IN
OLD TOWN
100% ALL WOOL
NAVY BEL E MELTON
SHIRTS WITH
TAILS AND FILL
BILTTON FRONT.
GREAT FOR
COEDS, TOO!

8. Let me give you a piece of
advice that will help you
off to a good start.
IN 24100 BN 26100*
LN 24087 , BN 26087*
Includes "Red River Valley," Includes "Railroad Boy," "Ala"Tumbling Tumbleweeds," "On bama Bound," "Shenandoah"
the
and others.
and others.

I'd sure appreciate it.

6. Soon as you gets job, put
some dough into cash-value
Insurance, the kind they call
Living Insurance at Equitable.
It gives your wife and'Ms
solid protection and it
automatically builds a cash
value you can use instead for
retirement or whatever you like.
Say, why don't you nin
for President?

EPIC_,F:'
A.J.

For information about Living insurance,see The Men from
Equitable.
For c omplete information about career opportunities at
Equitable,300
your Placement Officer, or vrrite to Edward D. McDougal,
Manager,
Manpower Development Division.

OLDS/WITH
MEWS &BOY'S
STORE

10IM0RTM MAIN ST.
OLD TOsivIu

f;Er.IORDS
EXCiTiNii DIMENSION IN
VOCAL ENTERTAINMENT
0 III:

V.rt• P.

T

POUR, 15 U IL

The EQUITABLE life Assurance Society of the
United States
Home Office: 12.85 As owe of the Americas. New York, N.Y.
10010 ©1000
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Wayne Johnson
Receives Annual
Phi Kap Award
Senior Wayne Johnson has received a $400 award granted annually by Phi Kappa Sigma national
fraternity. The presentation was
made during the Alpha Delta chapter's new initiates banquet Sunday
evening.
Based on scholarship, need, and
participation in school affairs, the
award is presented each year to two
members of the fraternity who are
in competition with brothers from
all Phi Kappa Sigma chapters in
the U.S. and Canada.

V. W. Palmer, Irene Rodway Will
Lead Goldwater -Miller Students
Cyril M. Joly Jr., state chairman
of the Goldwater for President
organization in Maine, has appointed junior Irene Rodway and senior
Vernon W. Palmer It co-chairman
of the U-M Students for Goldwater-Miller Committee.
Palmer and Miss Rodway have
scheduled the first committee meeting for 7 p.m. Monday in the FFA
Room of the Memorial Union. The
meeting will be brief to enable those
interested to attend the 8 p.m. concert.
The Students for GoldwaterMiller Committee is designed not
to compete with Republican Party
efforts in the campaign, but to supplement Republican activity. It also

Janet E. Ede

provides an opportunity for Young
Democrats who do not support their
party's present candidates and for
Independents to take an active part
in this year's campaign.

The Orono Post Office this week
put a new mail delivery schedule
into effect.
Postmaster Bert MacKenzie said
mail received there Monday through
Saturday and holidays at 10 a. m.
will be dispatched at 10:15; material entering the office by 12:15
p.m. will leave at 12:45, and mail
received by 5:50 will go out at 6.
Sunday mail received by 3:15
p. m. will be dispatched at 4.

Admirer to political candidate: "Great Speech, sir. I liked
the straight forward way you
dodged those issues!"

everybody's
dam' it • • •
itv ELLEN TOOMEY
The hushed atmoshpere, the stillness and serenity of a college campus must have made a wonderful
impression on the many parents
who gathered to see if the young'uns
were "making out all tight." However, the real reason for the serenity
was that the noisier elements had
departed to the renowned Bowdoin
Homecoming, Boston, or maybe to
help open the hunting season. Yes,
it was a very quiet weekend on
campus.
Head cheerleader Bev Smith shot
her first duck and had to return
with only the story, likely though
it was, of a duck "drowning." Awls,
come awn, Bev!
AWS has done an outstanding job
preparing its annual women's week.
Here's your opportunity to brush
up on your billiards game, see the
latest campus fashions, hear an unusual woman speaker and get the
helpful aid of Maine students who
have traveled abroad recently.
Thursday night, Maine Masque
will open another excellent production at the Hauck Auditorium,

Patient's wife: "Is they any
hope, doctor?"
Doctor: "Depends on what
you're hoping for."

Your Radio will work better
with our FRESH TRANSISTOR BATTERIES
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Closed all day Monday
Open Tuesday to Saturday
7:30 A.M. to 12:00 noon
1:00 P. M. to 6:00 P. M.
notice:
open all day Wednesday
Telephone 866-4092

George Bernard Shaw's You Never
Can Tell.
Following the rally Friday night
the Home Economics Club is planning a Stag Dance at the Memorial
Gym from 8 to 12 and the Cumberlands will be helping to break
the silence.
The Baltimore Symphony Orchestra will play in the Memorial
Gymnasium Monday. Take advantage of a refreshing break front
the Beatle monotony.
Recently pledged to sororities:
Barbara Libby, Pi Beta Phi; Nancy
Shaw and Sarah Bunker, Tri Delta;
Anita Hayes, Margaret Wilde, Virginia Malcolm, Alpha Omicron Pi;
Patricia Cochrane and Diane Hall,
Alpha Phi.
Newly initiated into fraternities:
Delta Tau Delta,Wayne Andrew,
Frank Bush, John Devine. Bob Conley, Dave Edel, Paul Gray, Was
Hallowell, Jeff Kestenbaum, Rick
Ladd, Don Rushton, Ken Riddle,
Bob Robertson, Art Nicholson,
Bruce Staples, Steve Swift, Ed Wadsworth, Douglas Weaner, and John
White: Alpha Tau Omega, Carl
Hill. Dave Young, Mike Marino,
Pete Roberts, Bill Bean, Paul Bates,
Dick Downs, Steve McLeod, Bert
Bolduc, Doug McPherson, Ron
Gompas, Cobb Blake, John Savage
and Steve Twitchell.
PINNED: Becky Dority, WSTC,
to Gary Morse, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Audrey Watling to Norm Kalloch,
Alpha Gamma Rho; Elaine Withee,
Husson, to Bill Porter, Alpha Gamma Rho; Geraldine J. Knowles to
Brent C. Wakefield, Theta Chi;
Mary O'Brien to Pete Desisto, TICE;
Mary Ellen Peterson, Pi Beta Phi, to
David Stevenson, Beta Theta Pi,
Bowdoin.
ENGAGED: Libby Doughty, Delta
Zeta, to Tom Rolfes, Phi Eta Kappa.
MARRIED: Joyce WilleAt to
Geoffrey Maker; Bonnie Damon,
MC. to Peter Higgins.
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Chap Stick'goes along!

Exhilarating...
Old r8i,it,

Fresh as the ocean
... that's the way it is with
Old Spice After Shave Lotion! 1.25 and 2.00
SHU LTON

"W;th today's heavy schedules," says this
Yankee ace. "I just can't sneak in much golf
during the ball season. So I don't really hit the
courses till October.The weather's cool, and
that's trouble for my lips.To soothe them, I

always use 'Chap Stick'. It takes away that
uncomfortable, dry feeling—helps heal sore
lips fast—summer or winter. With 'Chap Stick'
along—on the diamond or golf course—I don't
worry about my lips, just my game!"
'. The hp bairn selected
111101 fuorsuso
eiybmp
y thc
e Team.

DON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN —WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'
'CNA, VMS. It lie. TM e1144 MOIT091 We.COO., usceisee, VA.
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Rev. Bates Leaves
(Continued from Page One)

r.
MEDALIST—Cadet Hugh Hast
ings is the recipient of the Field
Problem. Test Medal for the high.
ma score in the Field Problems
Test of the 1964 Fort Desens
ROTC Training Corps Summer
Camp.

political and racial patterns, it is
important how we understand ourselves in the midst of all these revolutions. Whether we watch these
occurrences as a spectator sport or
feel involved makes a great deal of
difference."
About three years ago Rev. Bates
initiated a faculty-student seminar,
the precursor of the Coffee House.
at which six faculty and 12 students
not only discussed but also found
solutions to many of the problems
which had led to unhealthy studentfaculty relations.
Bates describes religion as a
dimension of depth rather than of
height. That is, religion is not in

Leighton Gives Original
Kipling Letters To Maine
Ralph Leighton of Auburndale,
Mass., a U-M alumnus, has presented two letters handwritten by the
famous British author ltudyard Kipling to the Fogler Library.
The letters concern the Boston
and Maine Railroad, suggesting that
Kipling, like many present-day
Maine residents, had several ideas
on efficient management of rail service.
One letter requests the establishment of a flag and freight station

at Waite's Landing, two miles from
Brattleboro, and apparently near
Kipling's home, Naulakha. Kipling
drew attention to a newly-established trolley line which planned to
run tracks parallel to the Boston
and Maine line by criticizing the inconvenience of the carelessly laid
trolley line.
The merits of a warning whistle
on trains approaching a nearby
bridge was the subject of the second letter.

the air somewhere, but here, within
the University community.
He has stressed his position on
campus as that of "a human being
in the midst of human beings" and
has set the example for a breakdown of the structural atmosphere
between administration faculty and
students. "By so doing, we create
persons rather than stereotypes," he
believes.
One of the important changes
Rev. Bates has noted since his arrival here in 1958 is the shifting of
emphasis of a club-like atmosphere
of the various faith group meetings
to a student realization of the diverse branches of the church serving the world of the University. No
longer are these diverse faith clubs
hangouts for wallflowers. This
movement, he stated, was initiated
by the Rev. Theodore Lewis of the
Episcopal Church at U-Maine, who
dropped Canterbury Club in the
early 1960s.
The Coffee House is a prime example of the church at the University of Maine. Sponsored by
MCA, it incurs a debt every year,
but, regardless, serves as a refuge
for all people and lends the informal atmosphere needed for free discussion of art, drama, literature and
other related topic of general interest.
This year the Coffee House has
adopted a program titled Forum,
scheduled for 8:15 p.m. Sunday
evenings, at which time University
students are given the opportunity
to express and expose themselves to

their own work, perhaps reading
material they have written. By so
doing they exchange and test their
ideas with others, and gain confidence in themselves as well.
This is the basic problem on
campus, Rev. Bates remarked. Students have little confidence in themselves and, as such, their relationships with others are not as successful as they could be.

entertains small discussion groups,
thereby developing responsible relationships through a back and
forth exchange of opinions.
"Maine's with it," Bates said in
reference to the substantial number
of students who turned out for the
Beliefs of ..." series which is in
preparation for the ecumenical conference slated for Feb. 23-24 of the
University's Centennial Week.

A second major change on
campus noted by Rev. Bates has
been the de-emphasizing of religion
week in exchange for the one-shot,
big name concept — specifically,
Dialogue on Campus. In this program, a guest stays for a week and

"It is rewarding to see students
attending these discussions, willing
to broaden themselves, wanting to
learn of others' religions and in the
end, learning to better understand
their friends and neighbors," Bates
said.
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRXSABLE BOND
Don't plague yourself with a page of typing sorrows.
Flick away your errors easily on Corrisable. An ordinary pencil eraser does the trick. You need Corriaable's
'-pedal surface to produce unsmudged, unscarred, perfect looking papers every time, the first time. Eaton's
Corrisable is available in light,
medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. In handy 100.
sheet packets and 500 sheet
ream boxes. Only Eaton
makes Corrisable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION : :PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Arrow Cum Laude, an all-cotton oxford with an all-tapered body. From shoulders to chest,
to waist and down to the shirttails, it's trim and true to your body line. No blousy bulge
above or below your belt line. Gives you a slim, healthy look. Long collar points, high collar
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a bold new breed of dress shirt for a bold new breed of guy.
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By PETE MARKS
At the season's inception Maine was generally felt to have enough fine
young backs to give the Black Bears a real shot at Mass' YanCon crown,
and certainly a second place finish. Now, with the season two-thirds gone
and Yankee Conference hopes dashed, fans find their team with a 2-3
record, and are beginning to ask "What happened?" How can a team
march to the Mass 12. and with a first down, fail to score in play after
play, and end up back on the 40? Even against U-Conn last Saturday
it was only the heart and determination of Brent Keene that gave us our
first tally on fourth down.
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The Sunday afternoon quarterback club wants to know why Maine
didn't go for the two-pointer after the first TD. It certainly would have
taken a lot of pressure off the team. After all, we were 14 points down in
the fourth quarter.

FLASHY BEAR—Brent Keene,
Maine's little tough man at halfback, is one of the team's leading
ground gainers and scorers going
into State Series action.

The answer to the question is fairly simple. Westerman. fine coach
though he may be, has never been known as 'daring.' Until this year, his
63-28-7 record was compiled on a basic "grind-it-out" ground attack. Now
he has Dick DeVarney, whom teams like Vermont call the best QB they've
ever come up against, and Westy has shifted to a more wide-open brand
of football. Although the Bears will rely on their ground game, using the
pass as a secondary weapon to supplement the running attack, DeVarney
has, except for crucial plays, the running of the team in his hands. That
is to say. Westy may send in plays down near the goal line, but generally
the offense is given to the field-leader as it should be.

Maine Bcoters
Defeat Bowdoin
For First Win

Westerman*,biggest fault is probably his conservatism, his failure
to try something until it becomes absolutely necessary. This may explain the general absence of Maine field goal attempts. But his reliance on the quarterback to call the plays must certainly be viewed
as a big departure in his gridiron philosophy.

The University of Maine soccer
team registered its first win since
the sport was inaugurated on a varsity level when they downed Bowdoin College 3-1 last Thursday.
Bob Friedman tallied twice for
the booting Bears while Jim Weber
connected on a penalty kick.

DeVarney, possibly the greatest quarterback in the school's history,
has, however, certain faults and drawbacks. At 5' 8" he is not tall enough
to see over his line and stay in the pocket. Consequently, he is a roll-out
passer, and has a tendency to run to the right. Our defensive line can and
has been penetrated, and DeVarney has had to eat the ball entirely too
much. He also tends to scramble around behind the line of scrimmage too
long, and has an inability to spot receivers loose in the end zone. It has
even been said that he lacks the decisiveness and signal-calling ability
needed to be a great leader. With 11 seconds showing on the clock in last
Saturday's game, DeVarney should have thrown the ball out of bounds,
as Westy wanted him to do, and set up chances for a game-winning field
goal.

Maine's record was 1-1 before
they travelled to Colby Wednesday.
Coach Si Dunklee's next home game
is against Bates Saturday morning
at 10 a. m.

Wilson St.
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Westy Hosts Bobcat Eleven
In Final U-M Series Opener
BY KEVAN PICKENS
The University of Maine starts
"a new season" against Bates College at Alumni Field Saturday.
With Yankee Conference competition over, the Bears settle down to
State Series action in an attempt to
recoup their three heartbreaking
losses to to Mass, Vermont and
UConn, and to boost their 2-3 record.
BATES is healthy, but Maine
has a huge bulge in reserve strength,
despite injuries to key personnel,
over the Bobcats. This depth advantage showed in the 49-0 whitewashing Maine handed Bates last
year.
Still, Bates a strong eleven with
an inside-outside attack in all
Maine fullback Tom Carr and halfback John Yaskis. Coach Hatch is
impressed with the club's solid defense and particularly with halfback John Williams. End Bruce
Winslow and quarterback Bill MacNevin are a strong aerial combination.
Bates had won three straight before Middlebury edged them 15-12
last week and the Lewiston boys are

gunning for their last encounter
with Maine.
LAST WEEK Connecticut surprised Maine, taking a 14-0 lead.
The '64 Maine football story — a
desperate comeback attempt — was
read again.
Brent Keene scooted into the
Husky end zone early in the fourth
period for the Bear's first score.
Later, after a 95-yard march, Dick
DeVarney passed to Dennis Doyle
to close the gap to 14-13. But
Maine's all-or-nothing attempt for a
two point conversion was thwarted
on the UConn two.
With 30 seconds left, Maine recovered their onside kickoff, but
the threatening Bears ran out of
time on the Husky 23.
Westerman was disappointed, but
proud of his club, and he lauded
Keene, Doyle and tackles Charlie
Harlow and Verne Walker who
played both ways.
THE START of the '64 Maine
State Series means the conclusion
of an old football tradition. Bates
and Bowdoin dopped Maine from
their '65 schedule, and the four
colleges who have battled since
1895 meet in their final series.

There is no denying the fact that disenchantment over the team's
fortunes has hit the Bears, and it has begun to Se felt in the stands. The
Yankee Conference is over for us, but it is not too late to do something
about the State Series. Westy should take Bates and Colby. and will probably win over Bowdoin, despite the Polar Bears' high ranking. In spite of
the team's fair-to-middling showing so far, he will again close out the
season with a winning record. But a 14.13 loss that should have been a
20-7 victory over a squad with a "nothing" offense is not much to boast
about.
A Russian Olympic weightlifter, Yuri Ylasov, recently wrote, "Victory is the mother of sport; it is the warmth that fires the heart, the
muscles and the will of sportsmen." Physically, the Black Bears had
what it took to be big winners. But it's hard for a squad to remain
mentally and emotionally prepared as they watch victory turn to defeat
game after game.

CENTER BLOCK—Reggie Clark, who is more than holding his own
as defensive center, gets set for his last State Series after a rough
Yankee Conference season.
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ness, Box

P

cellent food,living quarters.
Interesting companions.
Youll have a whale of a time!
Inquire Csnt A. flor mrris.
TUDENTS find Study•

S

Master Critical Commentaries, Chapter Notes, Poetry Recites and Drama Analyses vals..ble study aids for
comprehension, speed, reference. and improved grades.
1 at your College Book
I Store.

$

SECOND FLOOR—

KEEP ALERT TABLETS

SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:o0
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES .4ND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
"FINE rotm YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

THE ALPS...made in Italy by FABIANO
Handmade Imported Boots for the Outdoor Man and Woman

crrn2, I iri”ut.

I.EASURE CRUISE. Ex-

to chest,
sy bulge
igh collar
very bold

ORONOKA RESTAURANT

Complete Office and School Supplies
Newly Relocated In Our New Store At
14 State St., Bangor

.17F 7 SAFE AS COFFEE

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDozn" keeps you mentally makes you feel drowsy while
alert with the same safe re- studying, working or driving,
fresher found in coffee. Yet do as millions do ... perk up
NoDoz is faster, handier,more with safe, effective NoDoz
reliable. Absolutely not habit- Keep Alert Tablets.
Another fine product of Vire Laborite/as.
forming. Next time monotony

For Men or Women, Siena
Brown Ital;on Suede, soft
ond supple, will never
crock or harden. For Rock
Climbing or Hdr;ng.Padded
Tongue ond Quarter for
extreme comfort ot the
ankle. Vibram Ivg sole .
Men's N and I.6 to H. Ladies N cord M —
5 to 11. (Sizes 13 to 14
$3.00 Extra).

Write tor Free Brochure
FABIAN° SHOE CO., INC.
Dept. It, South Station
Boston 10, Ma011.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Cubs Lose 12-7
To Colby Frosh
The Bear Cubs went down to defeat last Friday to the Colby Frosh,
12-7. It was their second loss in
as many games. Maine scored in
the first series of the game when a
48-yard march engineered by quarterback George Platter ended in a
Tom Meiser TO.
The conversion was good, but the
Cubs 7-0 lead was short-lived;
Colby took the kickoff and behind
the quarterbacking of Al Palmer
drove 48 yards for the tally. The

point-after attempt failed, and
Maine was ahead 7-6.
It looked as though a real scoring
duel was in the making, but both
defenses stiffened, and at the end
of the half the Bears were still in
front by one.
'The Mules broke the game open
in the third period when Palmer
flipped to Pete Swett for six. The
Baby Bears tried gallantly to come
back, but a 75-yard drive fizzled
out when the defense held on the
six and time ran out.

Kappa Sig, Phi Eta Kappa
Tangle For Football Honors
The fraternity football championship will be decided Sunday afternoon when Kappa Sigma defends
its title against a strong Phi Eta
Kappa squad.
Last Sunday Kappa Sig downed
arch-rival Phi Mu, 12-2, in a hardfought contest. Quarterback Tom
Murphy and Charlie Descheneaux
each chalked up six for Kappa Sig
and Murphy was ably assisted by
the quick hands and speed of halfback Kevan Pickens and end Jim

Ward. Bobby Woodbury looked
good for the losers.
Phi Eta drubbed Phi Kap 26-7
with the sharp passing of quarterback Paul Auclair and a wellbalanced running attack. Other
standouts were ends John Inness
and Steve Knight.
In the non-fraternity division
HHH plays Corbett 2 while Dunn
3 goes against Cumberland I in
their semi-finals.

Patronize Your Advertiser
ARE YOU IN
THE DARK
ABOUT
NOURISHMENT?

Orono, Maine. October 22, 1964

Band Director Addresses
U-Maine MENC Chapter
Breuer High School Band Director Jerome Campbell was the
guest speaker at the U-M chapter
of Music Educator's National Conference meeting last Monday night.
Campbell spoke to the group
about the improvements and additions he has made in the music program in the Breuer School system

in the last two years.
A clarinet quintet of young ladies
from Brewer High School provided
the entertainment. Three seniors
and two juniors performed Air and
Gigue from Handers Twelve Concerti Grossi, Op 6; Ostransky's
Andante and Rondo; and The
Presto from Mozart's Divertimento
No. 16, K. 252.

THE CHALET
Bill Garet:

l•NIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Garet!

ITYDOL

CHEVRON
At the Orono
End of the Bridge
DuPont Permanent
Antifreeze

NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE

PRE-WINTER
TUNE UP
866-2538

82.00 Gallon

Faculty Concerts
Begin October 30
I he
1964-65 faculty concert
series will open Friday, Oct. 30,
with the appearance of Kathryn
Ann Foley in a piano recital.
Originally scheduled for the
Oakes Room of the Library, the
concert will be held at 8 p. m. in
the Little Theatre of Alumni Hall.

the COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
Friday Afternoon Dr. Charles
Major—Cellular Evolution.
A Perspective on Science.
Evening 8:30-11:30 open
Saturday Evening 8:30-11:30
open
Sunday Evening Forum:
Suzanne Casey—Reads two
of her own short stories.

866-2311

Clattiiirr

al•

TRADITIONAL CLOTHING

ORONO %°12r
.
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VERY

COLORFUL
PENDLETON

SHOP

PLACE YOUR
ORDER NOW
AT

CREE-MEE DRIVE-IN

Pendletort
Countrg
Clothes

STILLWATER CORNER

OFFICIAL
U-M
CLASS RINGS

Above, the very basic "little suit," available in
a host of solids. tweeds, plaids, and checks
-.
Soft, lovely, all wool fabrics that come in resplendent colors. The most adaptable outfit you
could select. Sizes 8 to 18 at $35.00.

IDN HERFF JONES

Your Representative On Campus
JOHN JACKUBOWYCZ
Lambda Chi Alpha
TeL 866-4431

\fiddle, the "club suit," which features a cardigan neck and modified A-line skirt. It, too,
comes in a variety of fabrics and colors. An
excellent selection starting at $39.95.

See the Ring DLopirry and
Order Yours at the

Left, the V-neck jumper, one of the smartest
of Pendleton's styles. Accented by a back belt,
it can be dressed up or down by your choice
of tops. Glorious Pendleton fabrics make this
a standout. Priced mostly at $22.95.

— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
TUESDAY Al) THURSDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
MAINE'S

OUTSTANDING

COLLEGE

SHOP
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